What’s in the Water? Unusual Marine Animals of Eyre Peninsula

A marine science education roadshow by J.L. Baker, Marine Ecologist & Educator
Supported by:

SUMMARY
From 13 - 17th October 2014, marine scientist and educator Janine Baker visited 5 schools around Eyre
Peninsula to share information about some of the weird and wonderful marine species in the region.
The project was undertaken with support of small grants from Natural Resources Eyre Peninsula, the
Commonwealth’s Inspiring Australia program, and the Australian Association for Environmental Education’s
Brian Foreman Award 2014. The field trip comprised a series of 17 interactive educational slideshows about
marine species for school students from Reception to Year 9 at 5 schools. The presentations focussed on
some of the rare, endemic and potentially threatened fishes, sharks and rays, and marine invertebrates in
waters around Eyre Peninsula. The content is linked with biological science understandings for the primary
and lower secondary school curriculum, and the content is adapted for each age group. Some of the themes
in the talks include habitat dependence, adaptation (including camouflage), predator-prey relationships, and
fish and invertebrate biology. At each school, a 27-piece educational marine photo display was provided,
showing some unusual local fishes, sharks, rays and invertebrates found around Eyre Peninsula. The species
featured in the shows are found in Spencer Gulf, southern Eyre Peninsula and/or eastern Great Australian
Bight waters adjacent to the geographical locations of the schools. Some of the species are shared with WA;
some are found across southern Australia; others are known mainly from tropical waters; and a few are known
so far only from the Eyre Peninsula region, and thus considered to be endemic within South Australia.
Approximately 600 students from Reception to Year 8 level, collectively from Nicholson Ave Primary School
(Whyalla), and 4 area schools (at Cowell, Tumby Bay, Cummins and Elliston), learned about some
remarkable and uncommonly known marine species in their local waters. Prior to the presentations, an initial
survey of 125 students at 3 of the schools indicated that little may be known by most students about animals
in Eyre Peninsula waters, other than iconic species and a few of the commonly fished species. In answer to a
survey about their favourite marine animal in SA waters, 50% of students reported dolphin or shark, and 20%
reported animals which do not usually occur in the region.
The slideshows and photo boards utilised many spectacular photographs taken by marine photographers and
videographers from South Australia and other States, including some members of the citizen science group
South Australian Conservation Research Divers (SACReD), and photographers from other community dive
clubs, and university dive clubs in SA. Some examples of the slides and photo boards are provided in
Appendix 1. In addition to the photo boards, each school was provided with several copies of a recent (2014)
peer-reviewed marine educational publication by J. Baker, on the sharks and rays of south-eastern Australia,
because many of those species also occur in Eyre Peninsula waters.
There was very positive feedback from both students and staff at each school. Several teaching staff
commented how useful the slideshows and displays were for their classes, and how the presentations
engaged the students, and linked in with their marine interests, and Science learning. At all of the schools, the
photo boards have been kept as resources after their several month periods on display. Students can
therefore access the photo information sheets in future as background materials for marine biology inquiry
projects.

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF STUDENTS
To gauge initial understanding of student knowledge of marine species in the local waters around Eyre
Peninsula, a two-question printed questionnaire was provided to 125 students from Years 3 to 5 at three
schools (Nicholson Ave, Cowell, and Cummins). One of the questions was: What is your favourite sea
animal in South Australia?
Results indicated that iconic animals such as dolphin (30% of responses) and shark (20%, including 10%
great white shark) were the most commonly chosen as favourite marine animals for the sampled students. For
the top ranking animal (dolphin), results were similar to those from a student sample at 6 schools in another
coastal region of SA in March 2014, where 29% of 223 students provided the same response.
At the 3 Eyre Peninsula schools sampled, 14% of students chose sea turtle as their favourite animal; 4%
chose an animal which no longer exists - the fossil shark species Megalodon), and 3% chose unspecified fish
(Figure 1). Although sea turtles are occasionally found in western South Australia when they move westwards
from WA via the Leeuwin current, they do not normally occur here in SA, and the responses may indicate that
students have learned about this animal through indirect means, such as television programs or videos, and
perhaps in some cases through visits to theme parks in Queensland.
Fishing with family or friends is a common way in which students experience marine environments, and 11%
of students responded with commercially and recreationally important food fishes as their favourite, with
examples including whiting, snapper, flathead and tuna.
Overall, results may indicate a limited exposure in many students’ primary education to information about
marine animals in South Australia other than fished species, and one of the aims of the current project is to
help overcome that limitation.
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Figure 1: Collated responses of year 3, 4 and 5 students from 3 Eyre Peninsula schools, to the initial question
“What is your favourite sea animal in South Australia?”, prior to the presentations. Sample size = 125 students.

RESULTS
There was a positive response from both students and staff at all 5 schools. Students actively engaged with
the presentations, and the primary students especially enjoyed the “find the hidden fish” interactions (Figure
2), and multiple choice visual quiz segments. Students enjoyed video segments about animals within Eyre
Peninsula region, such as anglerfishes, blue groper, seadragons, and wobbegong sharks, and also videos
showing the importance of local shipwrecks and jetties as reef habitat. Students were interested to learn about
some of the life cycles of unusual marine species which live in their local area, and most were also surprised
that many of the species even exist. Also shown was a rare species of maroon sea spider, known from only
two specimens, one being the type collected from Elliston in 1976, and the second example was found by J.
Baker in a seaweed sample collected under permit from Gulf St Vincent in 2014.

Figure 2: Example of student involvement in the slideshow, during the camouflaged fishes segment (A), and
discussion of one of the 1-minute video sequences filmed in South Australian waters (B).

The slideshows had a biological sciences education focus linked with the Australian curriculum, relating to
habitats, and to adaptations (such as camouflage), and predator-prey relationships. Students at 16 of the 17
presentations asked relevant questions either during or following the presentations, and several students at
most presentations also shared their own marine experiences with the class and me.
Some of the teachers reported that the information was very relevant to their students, because it related to
species in their local area. Several principals and teachers stated how interesting the slideshows were for
their classes, and commented on the high level of engagement of their students during the sessions. A
science curriculum coordinator at one of the schools mentioned that “great feedback” had been received by
teachers.
At Cummins Area School, teachers followed up the marine presentations with a literacy activity for the Year
2/3 classes, and classes provided feedback about their learning and interest in various aspects of the
presentation, by drawing and writing responses. Examples are shown in Figure 3 below. Another teacher
stated that the level of student engagement was great, and that all students in his class were interested in the
content, even those who had little prior exposure to the marine environment. Some examples of feedback
from both teachers and students are provided in the boxes below.

STAFF FEEDBACK - EXAMPLES

Students from the R- 10 classes at Cowell Area School participated in a Marine Presentation by Janine
Baker, Marine Ecologist on Tuesday 14th October. The presentation catered for all year levels with a
focus on marine life found locally and easily identified by the students. Janine„s presentation was well
paced and allowed a great deal of interaction between herself and students…whereby the younger
students were able to tell her about their sea / fish stories. The visual content of the presentation was
excellent allowing for students to develop a greater understanding of the habitat and diet of the marine
life which live in Franklin Harbour and the Spencer Gulf. The use of anecdotes kept the students
interested and willing to interact. Relevant to students; interesting, audible, well-paced, good voice
modulation, allowed for interaction, visual content excellent, fun in learning.
B. Combes - Senior School Coordinator at Cowell Area School

I have spoken to a couple of teachers and they were very impressed with the level of engagement shown
by the students. They thought the information was very relevant to our students who were excited to
hear about creatures from areas they visit. The information given verbally and the materials left have
been very well received.
Principal J. Moretti, Nicholson Ave Primary School, Whyalla

I thought your presentation was engaging for our students and well organised. The information
provided in the power point was extensive and very relevant for our students here at Elliston given that
many of them fish, snorkel and surf. I know I increased my knowledge from your presentation. The
books and posters provided will be an excellent resource in the future. Thank you for including us in
your tour and we look forward to working with you in the future.
Principal C. O’Neill, Ellison Area School.

From my point of view I thought you did a great job engaging them. We have a fairly high percentage of
outdoorsy kids in my class, but even the ones who don't spend a lot of time in/under the water or
paying attention to nature were interested in what was happening. Use of videos rather than static
pictures is definitely a good choice for attracting kids‟ attention. The laminated set of pictures you left
us will also be put to good use. Next time you're over this way I'm sure my class would love to hear/see
what else you have up your sleeve. I. Dudley, Teacher at Elliston Area School.

At Tumby Bay Area School, some of the students made illustrated summary pages using publishing software,
to highlight what they had learned about the life cycles of several species they recalled from the
presentations.
At Cummins Area School, two of the senior (Year 11) students who have an interest in marine biology
interviewed me after the presentations, and I provided resources and advice for marine projects they are
undertaking during the next 6 months. The science coordinator at that school also told me she received great
feedback from staff and students about the presentations.

STUDENT FEEDBACK - EXAMPLES

There were some fish that I never knew about before –Tyreece
I didn‟t know we got Wobbegongs here – Seb
There were a lot of interesting facts – Natalie
I didn‟t know there was a fish called Gobbleguts – Melanie
The Blue devils were a new fish for me – Dakota
I liked the way they showed us all the stuff – Kimberly
There are amazing creatures around here – Harvey
I didn‟t know we had so many rare animals around Eyre Peninsula – Zali
There were very interesting sea creatures in the presentation – Aleysha
My favourite sea creature was the blue ringed octopus – Joshua

At 4 of the 5 schools, the photo boards (Appendix 2) are on display in spaces such as halls and activity
rooms, for students and staff to look at and read. At Elliston (the fifth school), the photo boards were displayed
in the library after the exhibition which was current in October 2014 concluded.
All schools will keep the resources in folders in the school library or classrooms after the display period is over
at the end of 2014, so that students can easily access the photo information boards in future for their marine
biology projects.

Figure 3: Examples of student responses during a follow-up literacy activity which one of the teachers in a Year 2
class ran after the marine science presentations.

2014 BRIAN FOREMAN AWARD FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
In 2014 I was awarded a $1,000 scholarship towards the Eyre Peninsula marine education roadshow, as the
national winner of the Brian Foreman Award, presented by the Australian Association for Environmental
Education (AAEE). This award is given annually, in honour Brian Foreman, an outstanding environmental
educator who was the first secretary of AAEE, and hosted the first national conference of that organisation, in
1980. The Brian Foreman Award is offered to environmental educators working on current environment
education projects, who can demonstrate some of Brian Foreman’s qualities, such as great enthusiasm; a
hands-on, community-minded approach to environmental education (EE); and a capacity to inspire the
community with regard to EE issues. I was honoured and most grateful to receive this award, and it also
provided a valuable contribution in terms of covering expenses incurred in travelling to and from Eyre
Peninsula. After the marine education roadshow to the 5 Eyre Peninsula schools, I made an A0-size
laminated colour poster about the results (Appendix 3), which was presented at the AAEE national
conference in Hobart, in November.

BUDGET
Activity/Item

Cost

17 presentations over 5 days, to approximately 1,000 students at 5 schools

$1,500

Mounting photo board displays at 5 schools

$300

Fuel costs for travel (83cents per km for V6 sedan). Adelaide to Whyalla = 397k; Whyalla to
Cowell = 107km; Cowell to Tumby Bay = 114km; Tumby Bay to Cummins = 40km; Cummins
to Elliston = 116km; Ellison to Adelaide = 696km. Total = 1,470 km * 83c/km = $1,220

$1,220

Create displays (25 - 30 x A4 slides per display plus A3 title slide, x 6 displays). Labour
costed at $50 per hour.

$950

Creation of slideshows: 3 different versions, for primary year levels R-2, 3-5 and 6-8. Each
slideshow contains between 35 and 40 slides, plus 4 x 1 minute videos. Labour costed at $50
per hour.

$900

Printing and laminating 5 sets of photo boards (Vivid Blue printers, Marion).

$222

Coloured ink cartridge to check prints

$50

Velcro dots and push pins for marine displays (10 boxes)

$50

Professional printing and laminating of poster of results, for Australian Association for
Environmental Education (AAEE), a part-sponsor of the project

$80

Postage of Eyre Peninsula field trip poster to Tasmania for AAEE conference

$25

Purchase videos and photos for presentations

$325

Accommodation: Whyalla motel: $130.50; Tumby Bay apartment: $125.50; Elliston caravan
park (2 nights): $235.00

$371

Food for 3 persons * 7 days (includes two days car travelling time): Adelaide to Whyalla
(includes stops at Port Wakefield and Pt Germein): $57; Coles Whyalla $40; Uni SA Whyalla
campus cafe: $32; Woolworths Whyalla $37.50; Cowell IGA: $25; Tumby Bay $40; Cummins
$30; Elliston Hotel (dinner for 3): $70; Kimba roadhouse: $40; Port Pirie: $24

$396

SUB-TOTAL

$6,389

Contribution from J. Baker in volunteer labour towards preparation and delivery of slideshows
and presentations. Also includes time driving to school locations on Eyre Peninsula.

$2,000

Liaising with up to 10 staff members at 5 schools over several months, to organise space for
displays, and timetable for presentations. Also includes time corresponding with staff from 3
other schools which were candidates for the presentations. 12 hours

$600

Contributions by staff at 5 schools (Whyalla, Cowell, Tumby Bay, Cummins and Elliston) - includes
provision of display spaces (e.g. school libraries, corridors, display boards); provision of spaces for
electronic presentations / illustrated talks (e.g. hall / gymnasium / library space / classroom); work
time of Principal, Librarians, Science Coordinators and Class Teachers to help organise display
spaces, presentation venues, and participation of classes etc. Conservative estimation is ~ $500
per school (= $2,500)

$2,500

Provision of marine photographs for display slides, by South Australian marine photographers, at
discount rate of $25 per image. Most of these have already been purchased by J. Baker

$700

S. Johnson: 20 hours driving time @ $40 per hour

$800

Estimated value of volunteer contributions of marine photos for 5 displays, from several SA marine
photographers (discount rate, for J. Baker)

$500

Est. In-kind hours contributed by volunteers in delivery of this project

SUB-TOTAL
TOTAL

$6,300
$13,489
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ABOUT THE PROVIDER
Janine Baker has worked in various fields of marine research around South Australia for 25 years, as a
contractor for government, universities and NGOs. Areas of work experience include fisheries biology, fish
population modelling, marine pollution ecology, benthic cover surveys, marine parks research, threatened
species research and marine fishes and invertebrates surveys, including biogeographical studies. In recent
years Janine has begun making educational resources, including slideshows and photo booklets about marine
species in SA coastal waters. She has particular interests in marine education, special education and primary
education in regional areas, and these interests are being further developed by a post-graduate teaching
degree, undertaken part-time (2012-2016). Janine is the founder and manager of marine citizen science group
South Australian Conservation Research Divers (SACReD), which has been operating since 2007. Current
projects managed by J. Baker include survey and identification of rarely recorded and taxonomically new
marine species in South Australia (in conjunction with colleagues from museums, and various marine
research groups and institutes), and facial recognition of individual seadragons, as part of a population
monitoring project at a jetty in South Australia. Some of SACReD’s associates have generously provided
photographs for the Eyre Peninsula slideshows, including images of some new marine species discovered
during SACReD’s field work over the past few years.

APPENDIX 1
Examples of slides used in the classroom presentations about marine animals of Eyre Peninsula. Note:
the 1-minute marine videos, habitat slides, and interactive slides such as “where‟s the fish?” have not
been included in the examples below. Not all marine species slides used in the educational
presentations are shown here.

APPENDIX 2
Photos of the Unusual Marine Animals of Eyre Peninsula displays boards, at 4 of the 5 schools where
the displays were mounted in October 2014, to accompany the marine slideshow presentations for
students and staff. A = Whyalla; B = Cowell; C = Cummins; D = Tumby Bay

APPENDIX 3
Copy of A0-sized poster provided for display at the Australian Association for Environmental
Education 2014 conference in Hobart, November 2014.

